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ABSTRACT

liquefaction is one of the catastrophic phenomena in geotechnical engineering, it is possibility in control
and reducing effect of that on structures. This paper deals with evaluation of mixed soil behavior and pore
water pressure on developed of economic slope model. The result indicated mixed soil characteristics have
direct correlation with economic slope model, and clear identification and soil modeling technique is trustable
method in design and construction of any earth structure.
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Introduction

One of the important issues in geotechnical engineering is slope stability, to accurate observation of slope
behavior before construction application of computer modeling could provide sufficient knowledge of soil
behavior in slope design and analysis.  

It has been reported the basic idea of considering equilibrium equations in analysis of slope stability
(Kopacsy, 1955; 1957; 1961). It is presented investigation on analysis of slope stability problem without using
the notion of safety factors (Baker and Garber, 1977; 1978). There is a rigorous investigation on slope stability
analysis for materials with a nonlinear failure criterion. The main advantage of this research work was on the
variation framework over classical slope stability, it does not introduce any geometrical or static assumptions
(Rafael, 2005). It is presented of the slope stability analyses were performed based on borehole information
and laboratory analyses in order to provide necessary engineering geological data for further site development
and urban planning. Two geotechnical codes Plaxis and Geo4 were used to model the slope failures and assess
the slope stability. The aim of using two different approaches was to compare them since Plaxis uses finite
elements modeling while Geo4 uses conventional calculation methods to obtain circular and polygonal slip
surfaces.  According to model calculations and field data, the main trigger mechanisms of landslides seem to
be high pore pressure due to rainwater and small slope debris covered springs. Two computer models gave
very similar results (Go"ro"g and To"ro"k, 2007). There is a scientific research on slope stability of the middle
eocene rocks the result revealed slope failure occur base on slope structural geology (Yousif, 2000).  It has
been studied of There is an investigation on the stability of slope. It is one of the most important problems
in stability analysis of geomechnics. The limit equilibrium method used and it is taken as 2-D plane strain
problem with no variation in geometry, material and surcharge in direction parallel to the crest of the slope.
The problem lies in finding out the critical failure surface and its corresponding factor of safety (FOS)
(Basudhar, 1976; Baker, 1980).

Characteristics of 10 mixed soils under compacted OMC condition in the laboratory has been determined
and using computer modeling, characteristics of slope has been considered. 

Material and methods

The computerized mixed soil sample modeling is a new method of solving Geotechnical problems. It is
quite clear a mixed soil characteristic is totally different from individual soil.
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Earth slopes are formed for railway formation, highway embankment, earth dam, canal banks and many
earth structures. In slope construction from mixed soil for increasing slope stability, employee of different types
of soil with proper percentage is best option, in this regard 10 mixed soil types from red plastic soil and black,
green, dark brown, yellow and light brown non plastic soils, sand, and two types of gravels 2 mm, 4.75 mm
developed, and also from previous investigation (Table 1) safe bearing capacity, angle of friction, unit weight
and cohesive of mixed soils sample for computerize model have been used, the Geo-Slope and origin software
in calculation and identification of  models behavior employed and the result of these research work by
interpretation of mixed soil types characteristics and slope computerized model evaluated.

Table 1: Mixed soil models (Abdoullah et al., 2009)
Sl.No % of % of % of Gravel % of Gravel % of % of % of Dark % of % of Light

Red Soil Sand 4.75 mm 2 mm Black Soil Green Soil Brown Soil Yellow Soil Brown Soil
1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 55 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 55 0 45 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 55 0 0 45 0 0 0 0 0
5 55 15 15 15 0 0 0 0 0
6 55 0 0 0 45 0 0 0 0
7 55 0 0 0 0 45 0 0 0
8 55 0 0 0 0 0 45 0 0
9 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 0
10 90 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2

Fig. 1: Landslide at Kwun Lung Lau in 1994

Results and Discussion 

This research work deals with evaluation of compacted mixed soil to understanding of its capability and
weakness point in construction of safe and stable slope.

 In the mixed soil type 3 due to consist of high level of soil cohesion, internal angle of friction and unit
weight, maximum factor of safety is appeared. In the model 3 and 8 maximum cohesion strength and cohesion
force observed, it is due to consist of high level soil cohesion in these two models. In the model 8 due to low
bearing capacity maximum pore water pressure developed. If soil is compacted, factor of safety has positive
correlation with soil bearing capacity. To control of liquefaction is essential of identification of slope pore
water pressure and pore water force characteristics, and increasing soil unit weight, cohesion and angle of
friction simultaneously.

The understanding all factors, which effected to the soil, could be starting new way of the improvement
of any soil. Some characteristics of soils have linear and some of them nonlinear effect on soil foundation
bearing capacity. Unit weight has linear correlation with bearing capacity at any degree of angle of friction,
cohesive of soil and width and depth of foundation have nonlinear correlation with bearing capacity at any
angle of friction(Abdoullah et al., 2009).

Proper selection of mixtures made of suitable material could significantly improve soil bearing capacity.
It is possible for liquefaction mitigation to employ the soil mixing method. In design of soil mixing for
liquefaction mitigation, finer material mixtures in model have positive correlation with soil bearing capacity.
Soil mixing technique could seriously improve the ability of soil resistance if it is faces shear failure(Abdoullah
et al., 2009). Soil Mixing is an applicable, easy and cost effective method to improve soil characteristics. XRD
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and SEM tests result indicated red soil due to its morphology and mineralogy characteristics has direct effect
on the cohesive and angle of friction of soil which resulted increasing soil bearing capacity, reduction of
unsustainable deformation, differential settlement and increasing stability of soil foundation(Abdoullah et al.,
2009).

Table 2: Experiments Results When Soil is in Compacted OMC Condition (Abdoullah et al., 2009)
Sl. No Model No 1 Optimum Moisture Content (%) γ (KN/m3) Φ Degree C(KN/m2) S. B. C (KN/m2)
1 1 11.2 21.94 38 21 2036.22
2 2 10.61 21.83 39 12 1926.51
3 3 10.72 23.46 39 46 3334.44
4 4 12.15 23.82 36 28 1833.97
5 5 9.58 23.02 40 8 2060.95
6 6 22.39 20.09 32 20 888.70
7 7 18.86 20.95 32 26 1026.83
8 8 14.56 23.35 18 44 427.74
9 9 14.23 20.96 30 28 718.00
10 10 16.83 21.61 36 22 1567.43

Table 3: Analytical Results of Slopes by Morgenstern–Price Method
Sl No Model No Factor of safety Total resistance Total activating Total resisting Total activating

moment (kN. m) moment (kN. m) force (kN) force (kN)
1 1 2.781 34616 12445 1800.5 647.84
2 2 2.455 8837.4 3599.3 715.54 290.49
3 3 3.697 49194 13308 2517.5 682.24
4 4 2.885 38975 13512 2017.5 698.66
5 5 2.343 10602 4525.9 792.43 337.46
6 6 2.34 26669 11396 1374.5 587.67
7 7 2.562 30451 11884 1562.8 609.04
8 8 2.271 41859 18430 1972.4 868.23
9 9 2.517 29921 11889 1529 607.73
10 10 2.673 32772 12258 1698.4 635.72

Table 4: Analytical Results of Slopes by Morgenstern–Price Method
Sl No Model No Cohesion strength Cohesion Pore water Pore water

(kN/m2) force(kN/m2) pressure (kN/m2) force (kN/m2)
1 1 21 15 49.038 35.027
2 2 12 5 49.032 20.431
3 3 46 32.857 49.038 35.027
4 4 28 20 49.038 35.027
5 5 8 3.6364 49.037 22.29
6 6 20 14.286 49.038 35.027
7 7 26 18.571 49.038 35.027
8 8 44 38.598 50.584 44.374
9 9 28 20 49.038 35.027
10 10 22 15.714 49.038 35.027

Fig. 2: Factor of safety Vs Model No
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Fig. 3: Cohesion Strength and Force Vbs Model No

Fig. 3: Pore water pressure and foree (kN/m2) Vs Model No

Conclusion

• In compacted mixed soil bearing capacity has direct correlation with factor of safety
• The soil cohesion has direct correlation with soil cohesion strength and force
• If mixed soil type consist of low bearing capacity, in the slope model maximum pore water pressure could

be observed 
• To control of liquefaction is essential of identification of slope pore water pressure and pore water force

characteristics 
• Soil mineralogy and morphology play main factor in creation of , stable, safe  and economical slope model
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